RK804BX0R - right; RK804BX0L - left

Hand ascender for safe and smooth ascent. Extra wide handle and attachment point for two carabiners will fit everyone from bigwall climbers to workers at height or special forces.

DESCRIPTION

Upper hole for clipping a carabiner around the rope.

Trigger with short descent feature.

Available in two variants - for left and right hand.

Wide attachment point allows to connect two full-sized carabiners. It is even big enough to pass the locking gate through.

Ergonomic shape for comfortable grip with second hand.

Stainless steel toothed cam for higher corrosion resistance and for any conditions (frozen or dirty ropes).

Handle with enough space for gloved hands.

Overmolded grip and ergonomic upper part for a comfortable and powerful grip.

KEY FEATURES

- descent feature
- great ergonomy
- wide attachment point

STANDARDS

CE 1019
EN 567
EN 12841/B

FEARTURES

| Ø | 8-13 mm | Ø | 10-13 mm | 120 kg | 12 kN | 190 g / 6,7 oz | unique number | 2 YEARS warranty
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MATERIAL COMPOSITION

- 60% light alloy
- 25% stainless steel
- 15% plastic

TECHNICAL DATA

XXXCCCCCCMMYY

XXX - unique serial number
CCCCCC - product code
MMYY - month and year of production
MMYY - datamatrix

info@singingrock.com
www.singingrock.com
COMPARISON

LIFT / LIFT K6391, K6392
■ now 25 g lighter
■ wider attachment point
■ short descent feature – innovated, more comfortable mechanism
■ improved ergonomy

MAINTENANCE
Lifetime of the product is not strictly limited by the manufacturer. Depending on the condition of the product and its history it may be necessary to retire it immediately;
Mobile components may be lubricated the with a specific silicone based lubricant.

ASSOCIATED PRODUCTS
CAM CLEAN
RK805BB00
FOOTER II
W1024BX

NOTES